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We describe an approach to the high-fidelity measurement of a superconducting qubit using an on-chip
microwave photon counter. The protocol relies on the transient response of a dispersively coupled
measurement resonator to map the state of the qubit to “bright” and “dark” cavity pointer states that are
characterized by a large differential photon occupation. Following this mapping, we photodetect the
resonator using the Josephson photomultiplier, which transitions between classically distinguishable flux
states when cavity photon occupation exceeds a certain threshold. Our technique provides access to the
binary outcome of projective quantum measurement at the millikelvin stage without the need for quantum-
limited preamplification and thresholding at room temperature. We achieve raw single-shot measurement
fidelity in excess of 98% across multiple samples using this approach in total measurement times under
500 ns. In addition, we show that the backaction and crosstalk associated with our measurement protocol
can be mitigated by exploiting the intrinsic damping of the Josephson photomultiplier itself.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fast, accurate state measurement is critical to the
implementation of quantum error correction [1], and global
optimization of a large-scale quantum processor demands
minimization of physical resources required for qubit
measurement [2]. Prior work on the measurement of
superconducting qubits has focused on suppression of
errors through combined improvements in measurement
speed [3–5] and near-quantum-limited preamplification of
the measurement signal [6,7]; however, the physical foot-
print of the superconducting amplifiers, nonreciprocal
circuit elements, and heterodyne detectors required to
implement high-fidelity amplifier-based qubit measure-
ment represents a significant obstacle to scaling. There
have been efforts to minimize the hardware overhead
associated with qubit measurement using Josephson

circulators and directional amplifiers [8–12], but the
instantaneous bandwidths of these elements are at present
too small to support multiplexed qubit measurement,
the primary advantage of amplifier-based approaches
[3,5]. In related work, state-of-the-art measurement effi-
ciencies were achieved by directly embedding a qubit
within a Josephson parametric amplifier [13]; however,
this approach is not amenable to integration with large-
scale multiqubit arrays. While continued research in these
directions is certainly essential, it is clear that there are
major obstacles to be overcome.
In this work, we pursue an alternative approach to the

measurement of superconducting qubits based on inte-
grated microwave photon counters. The measurement
protocol relies on the transient response of a dispersively
coupled linear resonator to map the state of the qubit onto
“bright” and “dark” cavity pointer states characterized by a
large differential photon occupation [14,15] [Fig. 1(a)].
Following this mapping, we photodetect the resonator
using the Josephson photomultiplier (JPM) [16,17], which
operates as a threshold detector of microwave photon
occupation [Fig. 1(b)]. The JPM is based on a capacitively
shunted rf superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID) with circuit parameters chosen to yield a double-
well potential energy landscape [18]. JPM photodetection
involves resonant transfer of energy from the bright pointer
state of the readout cavity to the JPM mode, followed by a
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tunneling transition that changes the flux state of the JPM
[Fig. 1(c)]; when the readout cavity is prepared in the dark
state, no tunneling transition occurs. The flux state of the
JPM represents a classical bit—the outcome of projective
quantum measurement—that in principle can be accessed
at the millikelvin stage, without the need for heterodyne
detection and thresholding at room temperature. Without
any fine-tuning of qubit or JPM parameters, we achieve raw
single-shot measurement fidelities (uncorrected for qubit
relaxation and initialization errors) in excess of 98% for
total measurement times around 500 ns. While the current
experiments involve chips comprising two qubits, each
with its own dedicated JPM, the approach can be scaled to

arbitrary system size, as the physical footprint of the JPM is
well matched to the footprint of the qubit. JPM-based
measurement requires at most one additional flux bias line
per qubit channel, while greatly relaxing the physical
resources needed downstream of the millikelvin stage.
Finally, we note that although the results presented here
are specific to superconducting qubits, our measurement
technique could be readily adapted for use with semi-
conducting quantum dots [19–22] or with Rydberg atoms
coupled to superconducting microwave resonators [23,24].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss

the design and characterization of our qubit-JPM circuit
and provide a detailed description of the qubit measurement
sequence. In Sec. III, we describe optimization of photon
number contrast of the cavity pointer states with respect to
resonator drive parameters. In Sec. IV, we analyze the
performance of the JPM-based measurement protocol and
present a detailed fidelity budget. In addition, we discuss
the long-term stability of the measurement and demonstrate
the robustness of our protocol with respect to device-to-
device variation. In Sec. V, we discuss backaction and
measurement crosstalk, and we demonstrate that intrinsic
damping of the JPM itself is a resource that can be
exploited to suppress initialization and cross-talk errors.
In addition, we explore the degradation of measurement
fidelity as the measurement cycle time is pushed below
10 μs. Finally, in Sec. VI, we conclude and discuss
prospects for the construction of a scalable quantum-to-
classical interface at millikelvin temperatures.

II. CIRCUIT DESIGN AND BRING-UP

Our circuit consists of two coupled qubit-JPM systems
integrated onto a single silicon chip as shown in the
micrograph of Fig. 2(a). The circuit schematic is shown
in Fig. 2(b), which introduces notation that is used
throughout the text. In this section, we report the param-
eters of qubit-JPM pair q1-j1 on chip no. 1; parameters for
the other qubit-JPM pairs can be found in Table IV. For
information about sample fabrication and control wiring,
see the Appendixes A and B, respectively.
The qubit-JPM system incorporates a frequency-tunable

transmon that is dispersively coupled to a half-wave
coplanar waveguide measurement resonator [25–27] with
bare frequency ωr=2π ¼ 5.693 GHz and qubit-resonator
coupling strength gq;r=2π ¼ 90 MHz. The total energy
decay rate of the measurement resonator κr¼1=ð1.53μsÞ,
which is approximately 2 orders of magnitude smaller than
that for a typical Purcell-filtered design [3–5]. The trans-
mon has a maximum transition frequency ωq=2π ¼
5.95 GHz and an anharmonicity η=2π ¼ −225 MHz. To
avoid Purcell suppression of the qubit energy relaxation
time [28], we operate at qubit frequencies below 5.1 GHz,
which corresponds to a Purcell limit to qubit T1 of 66 μs.
We remark on a distinct advantage of our approach
to qubit measurement compared to amplifier-based
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FIG. 1. Qubit measurement with a photon counter. (a) Disper-
sive coupling of the qubit and the readout resonator yields distinct
dressed frequencies of the cavityωr;j0i and ωr;j1i corresponding to
qubit states j0i and j1i, respectively. The application of a
microwave drive at frequency ωd ≃ ωr;j1i displaces the photon
field inside the resonator in a qubit state-dependent manner. For
resonant drive (orange), the field displaces along a single
quadrature axis (drawn as Re½αr�, where jαri is the coherent
state of the resonator). For off-resonant drive (blue), the readout
cavity acquires a transient occupation; however, the cavity state
coherently oscillates back toward vacuum at a time π=χ, where
2χ ¼ ωr;j0i − ωr;j1i. Therefore, drive for duration td ¼ π=χ maps
the qubit state to “bright” and “dark” cavity pointer states with
large differential photon occupation. (b) Following pointer state
preparation, we photodetect the resonator using the JPM, which
acts as a threshold discriminator of microwave photon occupation
n̄r. (c) Resonant interaction of the JPM with the cavity leads to
conditional excitation of the JPM followed by a tunneling
transition between classically distinguishable flux states of the
device.
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implementations: by reading out the measurement resona-
tor with the JPM, we avoid the usual trade-off between
measurement speed and Purcell limit to T1, as coupling of
the measurement resonator to its readout environment can
be tuned over a broad range on nanosecond timescales by
appropriate variation of the JPM bias point. In principle, the
value of κr can be made arbitrarily small without affecting

the measurement speed; as a practical matter, however, a
balance must be struck to ensure that the power delivered to
the measurement resonator is sufficient for creation of the
bright pointer state.
At the opposite voltage antinode, the measurement

resonator is capacitively coupled to the JPM with coupling
strength gj;r=2π ¼ 62 MHz. This coupling strength is
optimal, as it corresponds to a half-swap period π=ð2gj;rÞ ¼
4 ns and is thus compatible with GS/s waveform generation
and comparable to the energy relaxation time of the
JPM T1;j ¼ 5 ns. The JPM circuit is formed by the
parallel combination of a (3þ 3)-turn gradiometric loop
with inductance Lj ¼ 1.3 nH, a parallel-plate capacitance
Cj ¼ 2.2 pF, and a single Al-AlOx-Al Josephson junction
with critical current I0j ¼ 1.4 μA [see Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)].
The plasma frequency of the JPM is tunable with external
flux from 4 to 7.3 GHz, allowing for both resonant and far-
detuned interactions with the measurement resonator. To
retrieve qubit measurement results from the JPM, the circuit
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FIG. 3. JPM bring-up. (a) JPM spectroscopy versus external
flux. The spectroscopy signal is acquired from a reflection
measurement at JPM readout ports jr1ð2Þ. Heterodyne detection
of this signal yields in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components
that depend on the applied frequency, the external flux bias of the
JPM, and the flux state of the device. Arrows indicate left- and
right-well reset bias points, where the potential energy landscape
of the JPM supports only a single minimum. The enlargement to
the right shows the JPM-resonator avoided level crossing.
Following pointer state preparation, the JPM is biased to this
point to induce resonant excitation of the JPM by the bright
pointer. (b) Contrast in IQ signal for reflection from the JPM
prepared in the left and right wells of the double-well potential.
The white circle indicates the optimal parameters for JPM
readout. IQ clouds for JPM readout at this point are shown on
the right; here, the separation fidelity is better than 99.99% for a
readout time of 250 ns.
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FIG. 2. Device layout. (a) Optical micrograph of the circuit
with overlaid text to indicate port functionality and the locations
of critical circuit components. Each qubit-JPM system incorpo-
rates a transmon qubit q1ð2Þ, with excitation line xy1ð2Þ and flux
bias line z1ð2Þ, and a JPM j1ð2Þ, with dedicated readout line
jr1ð2Þ and flux bias line jz1ð2Þ. Each qubit-JPM pair is coupled to
a half-wave coplanar waveguide resonator r1ð2Þ. Both resonators
are weakly coupled to a common transmission line with input and
output ports ri and ro, respectively. Microwave drive at port ri is
used to prepare cavity pointer states. (b) Schematic diagram of the
circuit. (c) False-color micrograph of the JPM element.
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is read out in reflection using the capacitively coupled
readout port labeled jr1ð2Þ in Fig. 2(a). The two metastable
flux states of the JPM correspond to distinct plasma
frequencies; therefore, microwave reflectometry in the
vicinity of these resonances encodes the JPM flux onto
the amplitude and phase of the reflected signal.
Device bring-up begins with JPM spectroscopy versus

external flux, which yields the locations of the reset bias
points that initialize the JPM in the left and right wells of its
double-well potential along with the JPM-resonator
avoided level crossing [see Fig. 3(a)]. Next, we maximize
contrast of JPM reflectometry for states prepared in the
left and right wells over the space of JPM readout flux,
measurement frequency, and JPM drive power [Fig. 3(b)].
Using optimized parameters, the fidelity with which we
read out the flux state of the JPM is better than 99.99%. In
the following, we always initialize the JPM in the left well
of its potential and refer to the probability of a transition to
the right well as the tunneling probability.
A timing diagram of the qubit measurement sequence is

shown in Fig. 4(a); the insets depict the evolution of the
JPM phase particle during critical steps of the measurement
sequence. Between each step, the JPM frequency is tuned
adiabatically (i.e., on timescales t ≫ 2π=ωj, where ωj is
the JPM frequency) to avoid unwanted excitation of the
phase particle. The duration of each step is indicated at the

top of each panel; for clarity, the time axis is not drawn to
scale. During qubit operations prior to measurement, the
JPM is biased at its flux-insensitive upper sweet spot to
minimize JPM-induced damping of the measurement
resonator. We prepare the target qubit state by applying
the X gate (I gate); to achieve high-fidelity single-qubit
gates, we implement fast (15 ns long) cosine-shaped
derivative reduction by adiabatic gate (DRAG) pulses with
a static detuning correction [29–31]. At the start of the
measurement sequence, microwave drive at frequency
ωr;j1i is used to prepare the bright (dark) pointer state.
In Fig. 4(b), we show the time evolution of optimized
pointer states as detected by the JPM (see Sec. III for
methods); the resonator drive time td ¼ 105 ns for the
datasets shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). Next, the JPM is
biased into resonance with the measurement resonator to
induce intrawell excitations of the phase particle condi-
tioned on the qubit state [32]. The energy transferred into
the JPM is maximal for a photodetection time of 5 ns ≈
π=2gj;r [Fig. 4(c)]. This timescale is independent of the
photon occupation in the resonator, as one expects for
coupled harmonic systems: at the JPM-resonator avoided
level crossing, the left well of the JPM supports approx-
imately 50 bound states. Immediately following photo-
detection, the JPM is biased toward the critical flux at
which the shallow minimum in the potential energy
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FIG. 4. JPM-based qubit measurement sequence. (a) Measurement timing diagram; see text for detailed discussion. (b) Time evolution
of high-contrast microwave cavity pointer states as detected by the JPM for qubits initialized in states j0i (blue) and j1i (orange). The
optimal time for pointer state drive is indicated by the red arrow. (c) JPM tunneling probability versus photodetection time for qubits
prepared in states j0i and j1i. The optimal time for JPM-cavity interaction is indicated by the red arrow. (d) JPM tunneling probability
versus tunnel bias amplitude for qubits prepared in states j0i and j1i. The S curves are well separated, corresponding to a raw
measurement fidelity of 98.4% (see Sec. IV). The optimal tunnel bias point is indicated by the red arrow. Following the tunneling step,
the JPM bias point is adjusted to the location indicated by the black arrow to allow the tunneled phase particle to relax. Following the
tunneling event, the flux state of the JPM is read out in reflection using the methods discussed in Fig. 3(b). Finally, the JPM is reset into
the left-well state.
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landscape vanishes in order to induce interwell tunneling of
excited states [Fig. 4(d)] [33]. The duration and amplitude
of this bias pulse are chosen to maximize tunneling contrast
between qubit excited and ground states; the optimal tunnel
bias point is indicated by the red arrow in Fig. 4(d). We then
adjust the JPM bias to the location indicated by the black
arrow in Fig. 4(d) to allow the tunneled phase particle to
relax for 30 ns. Without this step, a small fraction (∼5%) of
the tunneled population migrates back into the left well,
resulting in a degradation of measurement fidelity. To
retrieve the qubit measurement results, we read out the
JPM state using the methods discussed in Fig. 3(b). Finally,
the JPM is reset into the left-well state for use in subsequent
experiments.

III. POINTER STATE PREPARATION

The success of our measurement protocol hinges on our
ability to create high-contrast microwave cavity pointer
states conditioned on the state of the qubit (see Fig. 1). To
achieve this experimentally, we need to determine the
optimal resonator drive frequency, time, and amplitude.
To optimize pointer state preparation, we begin with two-
dimensional scans of the resonator with sweeps of both
drive frequency and time, as shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b).

Both datasets are taken over identical ranges and differ only
in the prepared qubit state. The illustrations above each plot
indicate that we are scanning over a range of frequencies
containing both dressed resonances of the cavity, with the
dressed resonance corresponding to the prepared qubit state
drawn using a solid line. Optimal measurement contrast is
achieved at drive parameters that maximize the difference
in tunneling probability for the prepared qubit states j0i and
j1i [Fig. 5(c)]; the optimal parameters correspond roughly
to cavity drive at frequency ωd ¼ ωr;j1i (overlaid squares)
and ωd ¼ ωr;j0i (overlaid circles) for a duration td ≃ π=χ.
Slight deviation of the optimal drive frequency from
the two dressed cavity resonance frequencies and of the
optimal drive time from π=χ can be understood as the result
of nonlinearity of the measurement resonator inherited
from the qubit; this nonlinearity similarly limits the size of
the bright pointer state that can be created with a naive
cavity ring-up pulse applied at fixed frequency. As the
dressed cavity resonance corresponding to qubit j1i dis-
perses less strongly with power than the resonance
corresponding to qubit j0i, we achieve best measurement
fidelity with cavity drive ωd ≃ ωr;j1i, meaning that the qubit
j1i (j0i) state is mapped onto the bright (dark) cavity
pointer state.
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FIG. 5. Pointer state preparation. (a) JPM tunneling probability versus resonator drive time and frequency with the qubit prepared in
j0i. (b) As in (a), but with the qubit prepared in j1i. (c) The difference in these scans allows determination of the optimal drive frequency
and time that maximize single-shot measurement fidelity. We find two local maxima in measurement fidelity for drive frequencies near
ωr;j0i (overlaid circles) and ωr;j1i (overlaid squares) for a duration td ≃ π=χ. For comparison with (d) and (e), these datasets were taken at
a resonator drive amplitude of 0.8 arb. units. (d) JPM tunneling probability versus resonator drive amplitude and time with the qubit
prepared in the j0i state. This scan uses the drive frequency ωd ≃ ωr;j1i found in (a) and (b). (e) As in (d), but with the qubit prepared
in j1i. (f) The difference in these scans yields the optimal drive amplitude and time for pointer state preparation as indicated by the
overlaid X symbols.
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Next, we perform two-dimensional scans of the reso-
nator with sweeps of both drive amplitude and time, as
shown in Figs. 5(d) and 5(e). The illustrations above each
plot indicate the frequency of the cavity drive with respect
to the dressed cavity resonances. Taking the difference
between these scans yields the optimal drive amplitude and
time as shown in Fig. 5(f). Scans of type Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)
and Figs. 5(d) and 5(e) are repeated iteratively to optimize
single-shot measurement fidelity over the space of reso-
nator drive time, frequency, and amplitude, with the final
results displayed in Fig. 4(b). This method converges on a
drive frequency that is −2.1 MHz detuned from ωr;j1i=2π,
leading to a 22% decrease in the resonator drive time as
compared to π=χ. The bright pointer state corresponds to a
mean resonator occupation n̄r ≈ 27 photons, determined
via the ac Stark effect (see Appendix C for further detail).
Ultimately, photon number contrast is limited by imperfect
preparation of the dark pointer state: as occupation of the
dark pointer becomes comparable to the critical photon
number ncrit ¼ ðΔq;r=gq;rÞ2=4 [14], the nonlinearity of the
resonator prevents coherent oscillation back to the vacuum
state [34,35], contributing an infidelity around 0.6% (see
discussion in the next section). We expect that it will be
straightforward to suppress this source of infidelity by a
slightly more complicated ring-up sequence involving
either composite pulses or a chirped frequency drive.

IV. MEASUREMENT FIDELITY

We analyze the performance of JPM-based measurement
in terms of the fidelity,

F ¼ 1 − Pð1j0Þ − Pð0j1Þ; ð1Þ

where PðijjÞ is the probability of measuring the qubit in
state jii given that it was nominally prepared in state jji
[36]; here, detection of a tunneling transition from the left
well to the right well of the JPM constitutes measurement
of the qubit j1i state, while the absence of a tunneling
transition constitutes measurement of qubit j0i. Using the
measurement sequence described in Fig. 4, we perform a
standard Rabi experiment to identify values for Pð1j1Þ and
Pð1j0Þ as shown in Fig. 6(a); assuming that leakage errors
are negligible, we have F ¼ Pð1j1Þ − Pð1j0Þ. In order to
faithfully estimate the conditional probabilities PðijjÞ, the
measurement sequence is repeated 5000 times. Prior to
each measurement, an active qubit reset step is performed
to extract unwanted excess j1i population from the qubit
(see Appendix E for further detail); without this step, the
excess j1i state population of our qubits is approxi-
mately 4%.
To characterize the long-term stability of JPM-based

measurement, we perform 20 000 independent determina-
tions of F evenly spaced over the span of 12 hours; the
results are shown in the histogram of Fig. 6(b). We achieve
an average raw measurement fidelity F̄ ¼ 98.4� 0.2%,

uncorrected for state preparation, relaxation, or gate errors.
A detailed budget of measurement infidelity is shown in
Table I. The nonvanishing Pð1j0Þ contains contributions
both from qubit initialization errors and from imperfect
dark pointer state preparation. Using the methods described
in Appendix D, we infer an excess j1i population of 0.3%
following active qubit reset. This initialization infidelity
degrades both Pð0j0Þ and Pð1j1Þ, contributing an overall
infidelity of 0.6% to our measurement. We attribute the
remaining portion of Pð1j0Þ to imperfect dark pointer state
preparation, for which we obtain 0.6%. Nonvanishing
Pð0j1Þ contains additional contributions from qubit relax-
ation and X-gate error. Qubit relaxation with timescale
T1 ¼ 16.9 μs contributes an infidelity td=2T1 ¼ 0.3%,
where td ¼ 105 ns is the drive time for pointer state
preparation. Finally, we use interleaved randomized
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FIG. 6. Measurement fidelity and long-term stability. (a) JPM
tunneling probability versus qubit rotation angle to identify
values for Pð1j0Þ (0 rotation) and Pð1j1Þ (π rotation). For this
dataset, Pð1j0Þ ¼ 0.4% and Pð1j0Þ ¼ 99.0%. (b) Histogram of
measurement fidelity F logged over the span of 12 hours (20 000
independent measurements of F), demonstrating the robustness
of JPM-based measurement with respect to long-term drift. A
Gaussian fit to the histogram yields an average fidelity F̄ ¼
98.4% with standard deviation σF ¼ 0.2%.

TABLE I. Infidelity budget for the data displayed in Fig. 6(b).

Source of infidelity Infidelity Calculation method

Excess j1i population 0.6% Low-power drive
Imperfect dark pointer 0.6% High-power drive
Qubit relaxation 0.3% td=2T1

X gate 0.1% IRB [37]
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benchmarking (IRB) [37] to characterize the infidelity of
our X gate, for which we find 0.1%. Based on our budget of
measurement infidelity, we anticipate that modest improve-
ments in qubit T1, sample thermalization, and our pointer
state preparation protocol will furnish raw single-shot
measurement fidelity in excess of 99%.
We have characterized measurement fidelity for system

q1-j1 on chip 1 over a range of qubit operating points,
corresponding to a range of optimal resonator drive times
from 90 to 200 ns; results are shown in rows 1–4 of Table II.
For all experiments, we maintain the same readout para-
meters calibrated at the initial qubit bring-up point
ωq=2π ¼ 5.037 GHz, apart from the resonator drive fre-
quency and the resonator drive time, which must be
matched to π=χ. We maintain similar performance across
all four qubit frequencies. This demonstrates that fine-
tuning of JPM bias parameters is not needed to address
qubits that resonate over a broad range of frequencies.
While the above results were obtained for the single

qubit-JPM pair q1-j1 on chip 1, we observe similar
performance for the three other qubit-JPM pairs that we
have examined; measurement fidelities for these devices
are reported in rows 5–7 of Table II. The durations of
the flux bias parameters determined from our bring-up
of pair q1-j1 on chip 1 were used for all remaining
qubit-JPM pairs, without full optimization of each
separate qubit-JPM system. The raw single-shot meas-
urement fidelity averaged over the four qubit-JPM pairs
is 98%.

V. BACKACTION AND CROSSTALK

JPM tunneling events deposit an energy of order 100
photons on chip as the phase particle relaxes to the global
minimum of the potential [17,38] [see Fig. 7(a)]. The
associated transient contains spectral components at the
frequencies of the readout resonator and the qubit, and as a
result can transfer energy to these modes [Fig. 7(b)]. It is
therefore critical to characterize the backaction and cross-
talk associated with JPM tunneling events.

We begin with a study of JPM-induced backaction using
the Rabi experiment described in Fig. 7(c). Prior to the
qubit drive pulse, we force a tunneling event in the JPM and
perform a deterministic reset of the JPM in the left well. In
the absence of mitigation, the Rabi scan yields a nearly
constant tunneling probability of 80% as a function of the
qubit rotation angle, indicating severe corruption of the
qubit and the readout resonator by the JPM tunneling event.
Next, we perform JPM-assisted resonator reset prior to the
Rabi experiment as a potential mitigation strategy. Namely,
we bias the JPM into resonance with the readout cavity for
100 ns as a means to deplete the cavity of photons released
by the JPM tunneling event [17]. With resonator reset, we
recover Rabi oscillations with low visibility ∼30%. In a
further refinement, we adjust the bias point of the qubit
during the JPM tunneling event from 5.1 GHz down to
4.4 GHz in order to minimize the spectral content of the
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FIG. 7. Characterizing and mitigating backaction induced by
the JPM tunneling event. (a) Relaxation processes following a
JPM tunneling event deposit an energy of order 100 photons on
chip. (b) By the ac Josephson relation, the JPM is modeled as an
effective voltage source Vj that can excite both the resonator and
qubit modes. (c) Rabi experiments preceded by a forced JPM
tunneling event followed by various mitigation steps. The hide
step is accomplished by biasing the qubit to a frequency where
backaction from the forced tunneling event is minimal. With full
mitigation (i.e., qubit hide bias plus resonator and qubit reset), we
recover all but 0.2% of the measurement fidelity compared to the
experiment with no forced JPM tunneling event.

TABLE II. Measurement fidelity within and across devices.
The first entry corresponds to the data shown in Fig. 6(b), and
therefore represents the average fidelity F̄. The remaining entries
(rows 2–7) correspond to single measurements of F.

Chip
no.

Qubit-JPM
pair

ωq=2π
(GHz)

Resonator
drive time

Measurement
fidelity

1 q1-j1 5.037 105 ns 98.4%
1 q1-j1 5.098 90 ns 98.3%
1 q1-j1 4.980 150 ns 97.1%
1 q1-j1 4.833 200 ns 98.1%
1 q2-j2 5.069 147 ns 98.0%
2 q1-j1 5.068 128 ns 97.6%
2 q2-j2 5.062 163 ns 98.3%
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tunneling transient at the qubit frequency; we refer to this as
a hide bias step. By concatenating the hide bias step with
resonator reset, we obtain a Rabi visibility ∼75%. Finally,
we append a JPM-assisted qubit reset step to the end of the
mitigation sequence. With full mitigation, we recover all
but 0.2% of the measurement fidelity compared to the
situation with no forced JPM tunneling event. The reso-
nator and qubit reset steps take a combined time of 200 ns
(see Appendix E). We note that the JPM-assisted qubit reset
step violates the quantum nondemolition property that is
typically associated with dispersive measurement [39,40].
However, in a typical error correction cycle [1], it is
assumed that the measure qubits are initialized in their
ground state at the start of each syndrome; therefore,
quantum nondemolition measurements are not a funda-
mental requirement for quantum error correction.
We characterize JPM-induced crosstalk to the unmeas-

ured qubit by performing a spin-echo experiment on one
qubit following a forced JPM tunneling event on the
neighboring qubit-JPM pair [see Fig. 8(a)]. We use spin
echo to probe qubit coherence as opposed to a conventional
Ramsey experiment in order to suppress the contribution to
dephasing from low-frequency 1=f magnetic flux noise
[41–43]. We measure a factor of 2.6 reduction in the
Gaussian decay time of the spin-echo fringes with respect
to our control experiment [44], indicating the presence of
unwanted crosstalk between systems. We speculate that the
enhanced dephasing is due to spurious photon occupation
in the measurement resonator of the tunneled JPM, leading
to photon shot noise dephasing of the neighboring qubit via
parasitic coupling [45–47]. To test this hypothesis, we add a
resonator reset step following the forced tunneling event as
shown in Fig. 8(b). With resonator reset, we recover
identical spin-echo fringes with respect to the control

experiment. To confirm that resonator reset fully mitigates
crosstalk of the JPM-based measurement, we use IRB to
quantify single-qubit gate error with and without a prior
forced JPM tunneling event in the neighboring qubit-JPM
system [Fig. 8(c)] [37]. With resonator reset following the
JPM tunneling event, we measure identical interleaved gate
fidelities for the tunnel and no tunnel cases, as summarized
in Table III.
To implement a practical error-corrected superconduct-

ing quantum computer based on the two-dimensional
surface code, measurement repetition rates of order
1 MHz will be required [48,49]. For this reason, we
analyze the dependence of JPM-based measurement fidel-
ity on the time between experiments using the measurement
sequence depicted in Fig. 9(a). We find that as the time
between experiments decreases, the fidelity Pð1j1Þ with
which we detect the bright pointer state degrades, with a
characteristic time for recovery of fidelity of 13 μs [see
Fig. 9(b)]. We speculate that the degradation in fidelity is
due to enhanced loss in both the qubit and the JPM at high
measurement repetition rates. To separately examine the
contributions of the JPM and the qubit to the loss of fidelity,
we switch the roles of the bright and dark pointer states as
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FIG. 8. Characterizing and mitigating crosstalk induced by the JPM tunneling event. (a) Spin-echo data taken on the q1-j1 system on
chip 1 with and without a prior forced tunneling event on the q2-j2 system. The spin-echo gate sequence is X=2–Idle=2–Y–Idle=2–X=2.
We observe a factor of 2.6 reduction in the Gaussian decay envelope of the spin-echo fringes with respect to the control experiment with
no forced tunneling event. (b) As in (a), but with resonator reset on system q2-j2 following the forced tunneling event. We recover
identical spin-echo fringes with respect to the control. (c) Interleaved randomized benchmarking (IRB) experiment to quantify the
performance of our crosstalk mitigation strategy. We measure identical IRB gate fidelities for the tunnel and no tunnel cases following
resonator reset on q2-j2 (see Table III for further detail); RB stands for randomized benchmarking.

TABLE III. Interleaved randomized benchmarking results for
the crosstalk experiments described in Sec. V. Each of the
interleaved gates reported here has a total duration of 15 ns.

Interleaved
gate

Gate fidelity
(Tunnel)

Gate fidelity
(No Tunnel)

X 99.8� 0.3% 99.8� 0.2%
X=2 99.9� 0.3% 99.9� 0.2%
I 99.9� 0.1% 99.9� 0.1%
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shown in Fig. 9(c). With the qubit j1i state mapped to the
dark cavity pointer, the measurement fidelity is insensitive
to enhanced loss in the JPM, since an elevated JPM
relaxation rate would preserve the correct outcome for
measurement of the dark pointer state (namely, no tunnel-
ing event). However, in this case we do see enhanced
Pð0j1Þ for measurement duty cycles below 5 μs, indicating
a contribution to infidelity either from enhanced qubit
relaxation or from qubit initialization errors. Similarly,
when we map the qubit j0i state to the bright cavity
pointer, the tunneling probability Pð0j0Þ is insensitive to
qubit loss and dominated by enhanced loss in the JPM
element that prevents mapping of the bright pointer state to
a tunneling event. We conclude that the enhanced meas-
urement infidelity observed at high repetition rate is
dominated by loss in the JPM, with a small contribution
from increased qubit errors at the highest repetition rates
>200 kHz. While the physics that drives this degradation
in fidelity is not presently understood, we speculate that
the enhanced loss in both the qubit and the JPM is
mediated by the transfer of energy released in the tunneling
event to nonequilibrium quasiparticles [50,51] or to
dielectric two-level states in the lossy bulk oxides of the
JPM or in the surface oxides of the qubit. Possible
mitigation strategies to preserve measurement fidelity at
repetition rates approaching 1 MHz include incorporation
of quasiparticle traps into the circuit [52,53] or a modi-
fication of the JPM energy landscape to reduce the energy
released by the tunneling event.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have developed and characterized a fast, accurate
state measurement technique for superconducting qubits
using on-chip microwave photon counters. Our technique
provides access to the binary result of projective quantum
measurement at the millikelvin stage of a dilution refrig-
erator; furthermore, it eliminates the need for nonrecip-
rocal circuit components between the qubit and the
measurement apparatus [17]. While our achieved raw
single-shot measurement fidelity >98% already compares
favorably with the current state of the art [54], straightfor-
ward improvements in pointer state preparation and
suppression of qubit relaxation and initialization errors
should push raw single-shot measurement fidelity beyond
99%. Our study of achievable measurement repetition rate
revealed an anomalous source of loss associated with JPM
tunneling events; this topic merits further investigation.
We anticipate that straightforward modifications to our
circuit design will provide a path to higher measurement
repetition rates.
The physical footprint of the JPM is well matched to the

dimensions of the qubit, so that it would be straightfor-
ward to integrate a single JPM element with every qubit in
a large-scale multiqubit processor; in such an architecture,
each cell in the array would require one additional flux
bias line for JPM control. Microwave-based readout of the
classical flux state of the JPM is amenable to multiplexing
for the efficient measurement of large multiqubit arrays
with low hardware overhead; alternatively, it is possible to
encode the flux state of the JPM in a propagating fluxon
[55–57] that could then be passed to a proximal classical
Josephson digital circuit for error monitoring of the qubit
array, postprocessing of the measurement results, and low-
latency feedback. Combined with digital approaches to
coherent control [58,59], this approach to measurement
could form the basis for a scalable quantum–classical
interface for next-generation superconducting qubit
arrays [2].
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE FABRICATION

These samples were fabricated on a high-resistivity
(≳10 kΩ cm) silicon substrate with 100 crystal orientation.
Prior to base layer deposition, the substrate is dipped in
dilute (2%) hydrofluoric acid for 1 min to remove native
oxide from the surface. We then load the substrate into a dc
magnetron sputter tool and deposit a 70-nm-thick film of
Nb. The first patterning step defines all Nb features
including the control wiring, measurement resonators,
qubit capacitors, and spiral inductors. This pattern is then
transferred into the Nb using an inductively coupled plasma
etcher with Cl2=BCl3 chemistry. Next, we pattern the
sample for lift-off and deposit the insulator used for
crossover wiring and parallel-plate capacitors. The 180-
nm-thick film of SiO2 is deposited using an electron beam
evaporator at an oxygen partial pressure PO2

¼ 10−5 Torr.
In the final photolithography step, we pattern the sample for
counterelectrode lift-off. We then deposit a 200-nm-thick
Al counterelectrode using an electron beam evaporator after
performing an in situ ion mill clean to ensure good metallic
contact to the base wiring layer. Finally, the JPM and qubit
junctions are formed using a Dolan-bridge process [60]

involving a MMA/PMMA resist stack patterned using a
100 keV electron-beam writer. The Al-AlOx-Al junctions
are shadow evaporated in an electron beam evaporator
following an in situ ion mill clean. This completes the
device. Circuit parameters for the chip are listed in Table IV
with component labels indicated in Fig. 2(b).

APPENDIX B: MEASUREMENT SETUP

The wiring diagram for our measurement setup is shown
in Fig. 13. The waveforms for JPM readout ½jr1ð2Þ�, qubit
excitation ½xy1ð2Þ�, and resonator drive are generated via
single sideband mixing. Keysight M3202A arbitrary wave-
form generators (AWGs, 14 bit, 1 GS/s) produce inter-
mediate frequency signals that are mixed with a local
oscillator (LO) to generate shaped pulses at microwave
frequencies. The qubit and JPM flux-bias waveforms
[z1ð2Þ and jz1ð2Þ, respectively] are directly synthesized
using the AWGs. Signal rise times ≈1–2 ns on the jz1ð2Þ
waveforms are critical to the success of the qubit meas-
urement sequence [see Fig. 4(a)]. The state of the JPM is
read out in reflection using a directional coupler. The
reflected signal is passed through several stages of isolation

TABLE IV. Circuit parameters for chip no. 1. Labels can be found in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b); VNA stands for vector network analyzer.

Label Description Value Method of determination

gj1=2π JPM-resonator coupling strength for j1-r1 62 MHz JPM spectroscopy versus flux
gj2=2π JPM-resonator coupling strength for j2-r2 63 MHz JPM spectroscopy versus flux
gq1=2π Qubit-resonator coupling strength for q1-r1 90 MHz Qubit and resonator spectroscopy
gq2=2π Qubit-resonator coupling strength for q2-r2 92 MHz Qubit and resonator spectroscopy
ωr1=2π Bare frequency for resonator r1 5.693 GHz High-power resonator spectroscopy with j1

maximally detuned
ωr2=2π Bare frequency for resonator r2 5.825 GHz High-power resonator spectroscopy with j2

maximally detuned
κr1 Total energy decay rate of resonator r1 1=ð1.53 μsÞ VNA measurements with j1 maximally detuned
κr2 Total energy decay rate of resonator r2 1=ð1.51 μsÞ VNA measurements with j2 maximally detuned
gq1;q2=2π Qubit-qubit coupling strength 16 MHz Qubit spectroscopy about the avoided level

crossing (degeneracy at 5.1 GHz)
T1;j Energy relaxation time of the JPM 5 ns VNA measurements with the JPM detuned from

the resonator
Lj Geometric inductance of the JPM 1.3 nH JPM spectroscopy versus flux
Cj Self-capacitance of the JPM 2.2 pF JPM spectroscopy versus flux
Cjr Reflection capacitor of the JPM 33 fF JPM spectroscopy versus flux
I0j Critical current of the JPM 1.4 μA JPM spectroscopy versus flux and four-wire

resistance measurements of cofabricated test
junctions

Mj Mutual inductance between the JPM and
external bias circuitry

4.8 pH JPM spectroscopy versus flux

I0q Total critical current of the transmon dc
SQUID loop

43 nA Qubit spectroscopy versus flux

Mq Mutual inductance between the qubit and
external bias circuitry

1.4 pH Resonator spectroscopy versus qubit flux

η=2π Qubit anharmonicity −225 MHz Qubit spectroscopy of the j0i → j1i and j1i → j2i
transitions

Cxy Qubit excitation capacitance 40 aF Sonnet simulation
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and filtering prior to amplification by a high electron
mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifier at the 3 K stage of
the cryostat. Following additional room temperature ampli-
fication, the signal is sent to the rf port of an IQ mixer
where it is down-converted and digitized using an
AlazarTech ATS9870 analog-to-digital converter (ADC,
8 bit, 1 GS/s). Further signal processing and thresholding

are performed in software in order to extract the amplitude
and phase of the reflected signal. The fidelity with which
we measure the flux state of the JPM is better than 99.99%;
see Fig. 3(b).

APPENDIX C: STARK CALIBRATION

We use the ac Stark effect [61,62] to estimate photon
occupation of the bright and dark pointer states; the pulse
sequence is shown in Fig. 10(a). First, we prepare the qubit
in j1i (j0i) through the application of an X gate (I gate).
Next, we drive the measurement resonator at the optimal
frequency and power found in Fig. 5 but for a variable
amount of time, populating the measurement cavity with a
mean number of photons n̄r. At the end of the Stark
drive, a low-power, 500-ns-long Stark spectroscopy pulse
is applied to determine the qubit frequency shift
Δωq ≡ ωqðn̄rÞ − ωqðn̄r ¼ 0Þ. Because the photon lifetime
in the readout cavity is relatively long ∼1.5 μs, n̄r can be
considered static on the timescale of the spectroscopy
experiment. We then reset the resonator using the JPM to
deplete the remaining photon occupation (see Appendix E).
Finally, we measure the qubit using the sequence described
in Fig. 4. The results are shown in Figs. 10(b) and 10(c).
We find that the bright pointer state corresponds to
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a mean photon occupation of n̄r≈Δωq=2χ¼ 27 photons,
where Δωq=2π ≈ −200 MHz at the optimal drive time
(td ¼ 105 ns) and 2χ=2π ¼ 7.4 MHz is the Stark shift
per photon. Similarly, the dark pointer acquires a
maximum photon occupation n̄r ≈ 4 photons halfway
through the drive pulse, but at the end of the resonator
drive it returns to a state that is very close to vacuum.
For this qubit operation point, the critical photon number
ncrit ¼ ðΔq;r=gq;rÞ2=4 ≃ 13 photons. We note that these
estimates of photon occupation neglect the effect of photon
loss during the Stark spectroscopy pulse and the dependence
of χ on n̄r.

APPENDIX D: FIDELITY BUDGET

The nonvanishing Pð1j0Þ contains contributions both
from qubit initialization errors and from imperfect dark
pointer state preparation. In order to separately quantify
these errors, we performed a series of measurements
following active reset of the qubit with resonator drive
amplitude swept from its optimal value down to zero
[Fig. 11(a)]; for comparison with Fig. 10, the calibration
described in that figure was performed at a drive amplitude
of 0.885 arb. units. As a result, we can be sure that for drive
amplitude≲0.4 arb. units, the maximum photon occupation
of the dark pointer is less than one photon, which is much
less than ncrit over the entire course of driven evolution; at
this level of cavity occupation, the dressed resonance
corresponding to the qubit j0i state is well approximated
by a linear mode. Therefore, we can attribute all of the
tunneling at low resonator drive amplitude to excess j1i
population alone, eliminating contributions caused by the
Kerr nonlinearity of the resonator that occur at full drive
strength. In Figs. 11(b) and 11(c), we show linear fits to the
data of Fig. 11(a) for resonator drive amplitudes ranging
between 0.25 and 0.4 arb. units. The ratio of the slopes
extracted from these fits gives an estimate of excess j1i
population of 0.3% for nominal preparation of the j0i state.
We attribute the remaining contribution to Pð1j0Þ to
imperfect dark pointer preparation, with infidelity 0.6%.

APPENDIX E: JPM-ASSISTED RESONATOR
AND QUBIT RESET

The intrinsic damping of the JPM provides an efficient
method for the rapid reset of the resonator and qubit modes.
This is accomplished by simply biasing the JPM into
resonance with the mode of interest for a brief period of
time. The data shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) demonstrate
reset of the measurement resonator. In Fig. 12(a) we plot
JPM tunneling probability following photodetection of the
bright pointer state after a variable ring-down delay. We
observe that passive resonator reset requires ≃10 μs to
complete, a consequence of the high-Q measurement
resonator used in our design. To accelerate resonator reset,
we bias the JPM into resonance with the measurement

resonator during the ring-down delay, as shown in
Fig. 12(b). With the JPM and resonator fully hybridized,
the energy decay time of the mode is suppressed to around
10 ns, allowing for rapid on-demand depletion of the
measurement resonator. We find that JPM-assisted reso-
nator reset is accomplished in under 100 ns.
We extend this idea to qubit reset in the experiments

described in Figs. 12(c) and 12(d). In each of these datasets,
qubit j1i occupation is measured after the application of an
X gate followed by a variable delay. We find that passive
reset based on qubit T1 relaxation requires approximately
20 μs. However, when the JPM is biased into resonance
with the qubit during reset, accurate qubit initialization is
accomplished in under 100 ns. Throughout the experiments
described in this paper, JPM-assisted qubit reset was used
to suppress excess j1i state population from a baseline
value of 4% to 0.3%.
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